PASS Empowering Women to
attain financial independence

Ms. Chetu Omary Korongo, a PASS beneficiary from Morogoro region who
is now inspiring other woman farmers with her thriving rice farming.

The story of Ms Chetu Omari Korongo-Paddy
Grower from Kilosa District- Morogoro

I

n the year 2008, 44-yearold Chetu Omary Korongo
ventured into Paddy farming. A friend had convinced her
that she would do well in paddy
farming at the famous Dakawa
farm in Kilolo district, Morogoro.
Her first attempt in paddy farming did not do well.
“I did not do well and infact, I

failed terribly. I did not harvest
anything because I believe I did
not have the necessary knowledge to undertake paddy farming. I did it because others were
doing it” Says Mrs. Korongo.
After the big disappointment,
the mother of three did not
give up her quest to become a
serious farmer. She had made

up her mind that she would succeed. In 2010 after understanding her challenges and attempting
to solve them, Ms. Omary Korongo was able to harvest at least 7
bags of rice from her 4 acres of
land.
“This is when I knew that I was
destined for bigger things. I got
the resolve of not giving up”Adds
Mrs. Korongo.
During this period, word had
gone round that PASS Trust
through funding from the government of Denmark (DANIDA)
was giving support through credit
guarantee to small scale farmers
and that the only requirement
was to be in a group in order to
benefit from these services.
“And because I knew what I
wanted, I immediately joined the
Jikwamue group, a sub group of
yet another bigger group at DAKAWA irrigation scheme called
UWAWAKUDA and this was my
first opening to greater things”
Says Mrs. Korongo.
Indeed, Mrs.Korongo received
her first loan of TZS. 2,800,000
through PASS credit guarantee
scheme in the year 2014/2015
which assisted her to undertake
and improve her farming activities.
“My biggest demand at that
time and even now is fertilizer. I
had initially attempted to take a
loan to purchase these inputs but
I did not have the security that
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was required by the bank”. Says
Mrs. Korongo.
PASS assisted Ms Korongo
through her group where she had
joint liability security and 80%
PASS guarantee to support her
to access the money.
In 2015/2016, 2016/2017
seasons, she accessed another TZS 35,952,000 for paddy
production which enabled her to
cultivate seven acres of paddy.
This eventually enabled her to
harvest 35-40 bags of paddy per
acre. The increase in production
is due to financial accessibility
which enabled timely farming
preparation, use of improved
seeds and other inputs and also
to store her harvest for better
future prices and food security.
Mrs. Korongo is currently a
6th time PASS credit guarantee
beneficiary. In this year 2020,
the single mother has recorded

a number of progress among them
creating a network
of women and supporting women access loans through
credit financing.
“I have been able to
advise my fellow women who wish to do paddy
farming that taking loans is
not a risky business if –ments
“She says.
Mrs. Koromgo admits that
many women fear accessing loans
for lack of information regarding
collateral. “If I met PASS Trust
long time, I will now be a billionaire. PASS has changed my life
because through their guarantee, I accessed funds that have
changed how I live “She adds.
The mother of three now says
she can afford to take all her
children to private schools and
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comfortably pay their school
fees without struggling. She also
has a new home built from her
rice proceeds.
In the year 2020, Mrs. Korongo has already approached PASS
Trust for credit guarantee towards the purchase of a tractor
to make her farming simpler.

